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Abstract
There has been an increasing interest in exploiting multiple sources of evidence for improving
the quality of a search engine’s results. User
context elements like interests, preferences and
intents are the main sources exploited in information retrieval approaches to better fit the user
information needs. Using the user intent to improve the query specific retrieval search relies on
classifying web queries into three types: informational, navigational and transactional according to the user intent. However, query type classification strategies involved are based solely on
query features where the query type decision is
made out of the user context represented by his
search history. In this paper, we present a contextual query classification method making use
of both query features and the user context defined by quality indicators of the previous query
session type called the query profile. We define
a query session as a sequence of queries of the
same type. Preliminary experimental results carried out using TREC data show that our approach
is promising.

1

Introduction

It is well known that with the increase of the information available on the Web, it is increasingly difficult for
search engines to satisfy the user information need. Classical content-based systems are characterized by ”one size
fits all” approaches, where the IR process is based on the
query-document matching pattern by considering the keyword query as the only clue that specifies the user information need. Contextual IR becomes a promising area for
improving retrieval effectiveness. In [Allan and al., 2003]
contextual IR is defined as follows: Combine search technologies and knowledge about query and user context into
a single framework in order to provide the most appropriate answer for a user’s information need. Several works in
contextual IR exploit the user context that refers generally
to user interests, preferences and task, in order to personalize the search [Teevan and Dumais, 2005], [Liu and Yu,
2004], [Tamine-Lechani et al., 2008], [Daoud et al., 2008].
Query context is usually driven by the user’s intent during a
search task. Specifically, web search user’s intent could be
driven by three main query types : (1) informational query
related to the information/document finding task (what is
the name of the US president) (2) navigational query related the site finding task (find the URL of the site X), (3)

transactional query to the online web service finding task
predicting (download a file, find music, etc.). Query type
classification according to the user intent have been largely
studied [Jansen et al., 2007], [Rose and Levinson, 2004] in
order to carry out a query specific retrieval for improving
web search accuracy.
Most existing query classification strategies are based on
exploiting specific query features considered as good indicators for predicting the user intent driven by the query.
Several features depending on lexical query attributes,
query length, usage rate of query terms in URL, etc. were
distilled in [Bomhoff et al., 2005] from a log file for a query
classification task using machine learning algorithms. Another range of query features such as POS tags information
and usage rate of query terms in anchor texts have been introduced in [Kang and Kim, 2003] to classify navigational
and informational queries. An extended work was followed
in [Kang, 2005] that takes into account transactional query
identification by defining transactional query feature based
on usage rate of query terms in service hyperlinks of the
web pages. Supporting transactional queries is also treated
in [Li et al., 2006] where a transaction annotator allows
classifying each web page as being transactional or not
based on transactional terms or actions (such as download,
buy, register, etc.) identified in title and anchor text of the
web page. In addition to the anchor link distribution feature, user click behavior of a specific query are taken into
account in [Lee et al., 2005] as the main query feature used
for the query classification task into navigational and informational type. User click behavior is modeled by click
distributions, which captures how frequently users click on
various answers and average number of clicks per query.
Indeed, for a navigational query, the user is most likely to
click on only one result that corresponds to the Website the
user has in mind.
Once the query is classified, query specific search aims at
improving the search accuracy by combining various evidences extracted from document content, links, URL and
anchor information [Kang and Kim, 2003], [Westerveld
et al., 2001], [Li et al., 2006]. Improving search accuracy for navigational and transactional query is achieved in
[Jacques Savoy, 2003] by combining the document scores
computed based on multiple representations. The first representation is based on the web page content. The second
one is based on the anchor text and titles of all the pages
pointing to the current one. The last representation is based
on the texts surrounding the TITLE and BIG tags. A more
specific approach for improving transactional search accuracy is proposed in [Kang, 2005] by combining the contentbased document score with a transactional one computed
according to the number of the available service hyperlinks

q, the probability p(q/qf, qp) to be classified as transactional, navigational or informational considering both
query features qf and query profile qp. With this in mind,
we compute: p(q/qf, qp) where q, qf and qp are random
variables taking values in {I, N, T }, where I refers to an
informational query, N to a navigational query and T to a
transactional query. Assuming that the query features are
independent from the observed query session, we compute:
p(q/qf, qp) = p(q/qf ) ∗ p(q/qp)

2.1

Figure 1: Contextual query classification using both query
features and query profile
in the web page.
Unlike these previously cited works, we attempt to combine evidences from query features and user context defined by quality indicators of the previous query session
type called the query profile in order to predict the user intent behind the query. Estimating the query type using the
query features is based on how much the query satisfies
navigational or transactional features. However, estimating the query type based on the query session type is based
on the assumption that search sessions can be clustered according to the user intent [Nettleton et al., 2006]. Thus the
current query session type would be beneficial to better estimate the current query type. In our point of view, query
features are insufficient to determine the user intent behind
the query. One of the navigational query features is that
query terms contain usually entity names or proper names.
For instance, queries that contain verbs such ”Preserve and
Prevent” may not be classified as navigational. In order to
deal with query type ambiguity, we assume that the query
type held by the current search session is highly relevant
to estimate the type of a new submitted query. While most
of existing works use machine learning strategies to assign
each query to one and only one type, we are aware that a
query may have multiple intents so we are interested to estimate probability of classifying a query into one or more
category type. We are interested in this paper to achieve
contextual query classification task and we do not address
the problem of query specific retrieval.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our
contextual query classification making use of evidence issued from the query features and evidence issued from the
query profile. In section 3, we evaluate the effectiveness of
our framework using TREC data. Conclusion is described
in section 4.

2

Contextual query classification

As depicted in figure 1, our query classification method relies on using query descriptors extracted from query features (depending on transactional, navigational or informational query types) in addition to the query profile. Query
type is used further for improving the search accuracy
based on query specific retrieval approaches. Along this
paper, we focus on the query classification task.
Classifying the query as estimating for each new query
q, the probability to be classified as transactional, navigational or informational considering both query features qf
and query profile qp defined as the current query type session. For this aim, we propose to compute, for each query

(1)

Using evidence from query features

Here, we compute the probability p(q/qf ) of a query q to
be classified as transactional, navigational or informational
using only the query features qf . We define the query feature vector by taking into account all query types. Feature
vector F (Q) of query Q is defined as:
F (Q) = (kQk , V b, T r, T i, σa , σt )
where kQk is the query length (number of terms), Vb, Tr
and Ti boolean values indicating whether or not the query
contains respectively verbs, transactional terms (such as
download, buy, etc.) and interrogative terms, σa (resp. σt )
is the usage rate of query terms in anchor text (resp. in page
title) in the document collection, computed as follows:
P
P
nAi
nTi
σa (Q) =

ti ∈Q ni

kQk

, σt (Q) =

ti ∈Q ni

kQk

nAi (resp. nTi ) is the number of documents containing
term ti in anchor text (resp. in page title), ni is the number
of documents in the collection containing term ti . For each
query, we build a navigational feature descriptor QFN (Q)
and a transactional feature descriptor QFT (Q) as Boolean
vectors defined as follows:
(N )
(N )
(N )
1. QFN (Q) = (CF1 , CF2 , .., CF6 ), where
(N )
CF1 = 1 if σa (Q) ≥ σa , 0 otherwise
(N )
CF2 = 1 if σt (Q) ≥ σt , 0 otherwise
(N )
CF3 = 1 if kQk ≤ 3, 0 otherwise
(N )
CF4 = 1 if Vb=F, 0 otherwise
(N )
CF5 = 1 if Ti=F, 0 otherwise
(N )
CF6 = 1 if Tr=F, 0 otherwise
(T )

(T )

(T )

2. QFT (Q) = (CF1 , CF2 , .., CF6 ), where
(T )
CF1 = 1 if σa (Q) ≤ σa , 0 otherwise
(T )
CF2 = 1 if σt (Q) ≤ σt , 0 otherwise
(T )
CF3 = 1 if kQk ≥ 3, 0 otherwise
(T )
CF4 = 1 if Vb=V, 0 otherwise
(T )
CF5 = 1 if Ti=V, 0 otherwise
(T )
CF6 = 1 if Tr=V, 0 otherwise
We notice that the first two features in the feature descriptors QFN (Q) and QFT (Q) reflect the fact that navigational queries have usage rates in anchor text and page titles higher than those of transactional ones. The third feature is the length property, which reflects the fact that navigational queries tend to be short compared to the transactional ones. The remaining features reflect lexical query
constraints (Vb, Ti) or specific transactional property T r on
the query terms that specifies the transactional query type.
Let ci (resp. cj ) be a random variable corresponding to category Ci (resp. Cj ) taking values in {I, N, T }. We compute the probability that a query q belongs to a category

Ci under the condition of its classification considering the
query features qf , as follows:
p(q = ci /qf = cj ) =

αi ∗P
p(qf = cj ) if ci , cj ∈ {N, T }
(2)
1−
p(qf = c ) otherwise
j

cj ∈{N,T }

where
P
p(qf = cj ) =

(cj )

CFi
QFcj (Q)

i=1..6

αi is a decay factor depending on the classification performance of category Ci . The higher the number of satisfied
conditional features is, higher is the probability that query
q belongs to category Cj . We consider above, that informational category is the default query category.

2.2

Using evidence from the query profile

At this level, we estimate the probability p(q/qp) of query
q to be classified as transactional, navigational or informational using only the query profile qp. Let q be the current query. We define the query profile QP (ci ) as the set
of previous queries of the same category Ci . QP (ci ) =
{Q1 , . . . , Qm−1 , Qm }. A key aspect of estimating the
query type likelyhood using the query profile is to define
an average session length wi for each query type Ci and
compute a probability of changes to a new query session
type. We define the probability that a query q belongs to
category Ci under the conditions that query profile is almost of category Cj as:
p(q = ci /qp = cj ) =



kQP (cj ) k


if (ci = cj ) ∧ (QP (cj ) < wj ) ,
 1−
wj


kQP (cj ) k
if (ci 6= cj ) ∧ (QP (cj ) < wj ) ,

2∗wj


1/3 otherwise
(3)
where QP (cj ) is the query profile length including
queries of category cj , wj is the average session length
of type cj computed across the past user search sessions.
QP (cj ) /wj is the probability that the query is classified as a new query type ci . This estimation relies on the
assumption that when the number of queries QP (cj ) of
the same category cj tend to be equal to the average session
length wj of type cj , the probability that the user changes
his search intent category becomes high. Hence, since we
have three query types, the probability of change from a
user intent cj to a new one ci is equally distributed to each
of the two possible user intents, namely QP (cj ) /2 ∗ wj .
We consider furthermore, that equal probability of 1/3
is assigned to the user query intent, as being informational, navigational or transactional, when QP (cj ) becomes equal to wj .

3

Experimental evaluation

In our experimental evaluation, we study the incidence of
query profile, defined as the current session type (according
to the user intent) in the query classification task. We evaluated our classification methods based solely on the query
features (qf) and then our combining method using both the
query features and the whole query profile (qf and qp). Our
results are then compared to those obtained using TiMBL
[Daelemans et al., 2000], a classification based on a supervised learning software package.

3.1

Experimental setup and data set

We used three query sets issued from TREC data test (table
1) in our experiments. We divided each query set into two
query subsets. The first one is used for training our system on the values of anchor text (σa ) and title (σt ) threshold values using the web collection of WT10g, containing
4500 documents indexed under Mercure [Boughanem et
al., 2003]. The second one is used for testing the performance of our methods. We compare our results with those
obtained by TiMBL.
TiMBL is a learning software package used in supervised
classification task. Given the training query set, TiMBL
constructs a classifier for each query category by storing a
set of query feature descriptors (F(Q)) defined in section
2.1. Then, given a testing query set as input, the classifier
infers the query category from those of the most similar
feature descriptors in memory. By training the classifier
with one corpus and then demonstrating its performance
on another, we establish its robustness. In order to measure
Table 1: Query data set tests description
Query type Collection Training
Test
Informational TREC 10 451-500
501-550
Navigational TREC 10 1-100
101-145
Transactional TREC 9
2000120101200100
20150
the query classification accuracy, precision P (C) and recall R(C) are computed for each query type C according
to the following equations:
P (C) =

#correct classif ication(C)
#total trial

R(C) =

#correct classif ication(C)
#queries(C)

where #total trial is the total number of test queries of
different types, #queries(C) is the total number of test
queries of type C.

3.2

Experimental results

In our query features-based classification, we used training
query sets to fix respectively the anchor-text threshold σa
(σa = 0.39) and the page title threshold σt (σt =0.19) used
to test our classifier. Then, we classified testing queries according to M axq∈{I,N,T } p(q/qf ) defined in formula (2).
Moreover, we test our combining query classification by
creating a query sequence from the testing set, where we alternate among the three query categories (I, N, T). We supposed that the average length of the query profile is set to
5, 3 and 5 respectively for informational, navigational and
transactional category. Indeed, informational and transactional sessions tend to include high number of queries comparatively to navigational sessions to satisfy the user information need. Then, we classify a query according to
M axq∈{I,N,T } p(q/qf, qp) defined in formula (1).
Table 2 shows the classification accuracy results of informational (Info), navigational (Nav) and transactional
(Trans) test queries. We can see that our classification
method using solely query features gives slightly better accuracy than TiMBL method, especially for informational
and navigational test queries. When using our combining query classification method, we see that informational

Table 2: Test query classification results
Info
Nav
Trans
Measure
P
R
P
R
P
Timbl (%)
4.14 12
29.66 95.56 24.83
qf (%)
4.83 14
30.34 97.78 21.38
qf+qp (%)
15.79 42
24.06 96.97 23.31

R
72
62
62

query classification accuracy produces higher precision and
recall compared to TiMBL query classification method and
query features based classification method. This can be explained by the fact that query test classification in TiMBL
depends on the selected training query set. Indeed, when
the test queries have feature descriptors far from the training query ones, TiMBL shows less performance in detecting true query type. However, our query classification
method relies on estimating probabilities for each possible
query type based on both query specific feature descriptor
constraints and the query profile.
Evaluation results prove that integrating the query profile in
the query classification task allows predicting more accurately the query category, especially the informational one.
We expect to define more additional specific features of all
query types in order to improve their classification accuracy.

4

Conclusion and outlook

In this paper, we presented a contextual query classification which relies on estimating probability of classifying
a query according to the user intent type defined as navigational, transactional or informational. Probabilities are
computed based on using evidences issued from both the
query features and the query profile defined by the current
query type session. Experiments show that classification
results based on combining the query features and the query
profile outperforms those obtained using the evidences separately and also TimBl classification results.
In our future work, we plan to further pursue the experimental evaluation by defining additional transactional features in order to improve transactional query classification
accuracy. Moreover, we attempt to achieve a query specific
retrieval that returns more targeted web results so that to
improve search accuracy of each query type.
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